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Letter from the President
Well trained, experienced, and effective journalists play an important role in our society. Their relentless
search for the truth exposes the corruptions, scandals, and injustices that plague our community.
They hold people accountable, investigate governments, and are responsible to the people.
Journalists also have one of the most important and difficult jobs by working to keep the public informed
of current events, issues, and noteworthy individuals. And they do this by serving as watchdogs for the
little people and investigators of those with power.
This is accountability journalism. It is the journalism we as a public desperately need and deserve.
And it is not a new concept, but one that must be reinvigorated as the traditional media industry
continues its decline.
Benjamin Franklin was one of the first accountability journalists as he realized the power of a free and
dedicated press. In the early days of this country, Franklin realized that an unfettered press could aid
citizens as they called for accountability from their leaders and institutions. He wrote scathing letters
and editorials and, then, founded his own newspaper because he believed that the press could be
the strongest asset of those hoping to found a new nation.
Franklin understood the need for newspapers more than many of today’s newspaper editors and
TV producers. He believed that knowledge was power and the key to empowering citizens to hold their
government accountable. The Franklin Center for Government and Public Integrity embodies the
lessons of Benjamin Franklin and has provided a home to journalists with the goal of restoring the
fourth estate to its role of being an aggressive watchdog on government.
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Fueled by the words of Ben Franklin, who once said “I am frightened…by the absence of a sustained
study of the state of the nation,” these journalists, with the encouragement of and assistance from the
Franklin Center, are continually on the front lines of the battles to restore the Fourth Estate to its
position as a medium of education, truth, and accountability.
The Franklin Center and our network of reporters do the work that the mainstream legacy media is
no longer equipped to do. Our reporters investigate scandals, cover government hearings, and ask the
questions that the traditional media can’t – or won’t.
In 2010, the impact of the Franklin Center’s work was felt in communities across our nation. From election
coverage that changed the political dialogue in several states and nationally, to our award-winning capitol
news reporters who worked to keep elected officials accountable to the people, our team proved day in
and day out that nonprofit journalism will play a major role in the future of journalism – and the nation.
The Franklin Center knows that our continued success is thanks to accomplished and well- trained
reporters, a dedicated staff, and your ongoing commitment to holding the ruling class accountable and
promoting good, reliable journalism at the state and local levels. We look forward to the coming year
and continuing to turn the focus back to local and state issues , while working to keep the public
informed as government is certainly too important to be left to the politicians.
Warm regards,

Jason Stverak
President
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Mission/About Us
What the Franklin Center Does

The Franklin Center for Government and Public Integrity undertakes programs that promote journalism
and the education of the public about corruption, incompetence, fraud, and taxpayer abuses by government
agencies and officials, corporations, and other institutions of power at the state and local levels. The
Franklin Center networks and trains independent investigative reporters and journalists at state-based
news organizations, think tanks, and watchdog groups, and acts as a capacity builder providing resources,
a national research capacity, and regular training seminars to our network of investigative journalists
and statehouse reporters.

By networking with state-based think tanks, local nonprofits, and by sponsoring independent Watchdog
and Statehouse reporters, the Franklin Center is poised to provide assistance with legal advice; website
design, maintenance, and support; and editorial guidance to our growing network of reporters. Our local
focus, commitment to using highly trained and professional journalists, ability to train citizen journalists,
strategic approach to using and distributing resources, and focus on tangible results set us apart from
other groups and are our greatest assets. By utilizing a lean organizational structure, the Franklin Center

As a journalism and training organization, the Franklin Center networks with investigative and
statehouse news reporters based at free-market think tanks, local nonprofits, and independent
reporters across the country. The Franklin Center prides itself on supporting and promoting the nonprofit
journalism industry and serving as a resource to journalists across the nation. The Franklin Center does
this by offering technical support; editorial assistance; extensive training and networking opportunities;
communications and development mentoring; and publishing opportunities. Some of the ways we
help out behind the scenes:

Technical and Website Support
The Franklin Center offers our network of reporters website design, maintenance, and technical
assistance. As organizations join our network, we offer to them, at no cost, the opportunity to take
ownership and maintain a news website for their state. In advance of each site’s public launch, the
reporters work with Franklin Center staff members during technical set up and training. In addition to
training the reporters to maintain their sites, the Franklin Center also places heavy emphasis on using
social media – such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube – to help distribute their work and drive readers
to their sites. While the Franklin Center’s network of reporters is quickly becoming a trusted source
of real news among citizens and government officials alike, we also provide assistance in pushing
their content even further among the traditional legacy media communities in each state.

allows each state to remain independent, while the guidance we do provide ensures efficiency, sharing
of resources, and training, and allows the state-based organizations and journalists to concentrate
on journalism.

With our goals to report, educate, empower, and innovate, the Franklin Center is well on its way to
providing new and trusted sources of news content to citizens across the country.

Editorial and Writing Support
The Franklin Center provides editorial and writing support to our network of reporters. Our editors have
more than seventy-five years of combined journalistic expertise in state-based reporting and are available
for our networked reporters to provide assistance with story ideas, cultivating sources, research, and
story editing and feedback.
In addition to providing editorial assistance to the Franklin Center’s entire network of reporters, our
editors take time to mentor new reporters and interns on a variety of topics that help them effectively
become more polished and effective reporters.
Our editors also provide our reporters with guidance on state and local government fiscal processes,
Freedom of Information Act requests (FOIA), open meetings, journalistic ethics, research, graphics,
video production, search engine optimization, and story development.
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Training and Networking
In addition to maintaining and making publically available comprehensive databases pertaining to
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, transparency, and other information crucial to reporting,
the Franklin Center holds training sessions throughout the year, equipping our networked reporters
with strategies and tactics uniquely suited to their mission and reporting efforts. Each session seeks to
educate, to advise, and to train the reporters on how to become thorough and accurate reporters well
versed in new technology and journalistic integrity while providing the opportunity to meet and to
network with one another and discuss best practices and coordinating outreach efforts.
Our trainings have featured experts in journalism and online reporting and have covered a variety of
topics, including: effectively using new media in the online journalism world; social media; blogging;
wikis; FOIAs; how to deal with the media; developing and using sources; covering campaigns and
candidates; enhancing web presence; video production and search engine optimization.
We also provide a virtual newsroom where ideas and questions fly frequently and a healthy competition
and sense of camaraderie are nurtured to help produce news content.

Communications
The Franklin Center’s communications team serves as a resource and asset to our network of
reporters, think tanks, and nonprofits. From creating targeted media lists to offering assistance crafting
media pitches, the communications team at the Franklin Center is a driving force behind getting the work
that our talented reporters do to the media and the public every day. In addition, the Franklin Center’s
communications team produces news material, plans media events, answers media questions, pitches
our reporters as experts in their fields, edits news related material, and supports the communications
departments at our associated nonprofits and think tanks.

Development
The Franklin Center works with our network of reporters, think tanks, and nonprofit groups to help
them increase their outreach potential and development goals. By working with the management and
development teams at each organization, the Franklin Center hopes to motive and to advise regarding
strategies and tactics specific to nonprofit journalism and fundraising in general. In addition to hosting
regular conference calls for the leadership and development teams at our affiliated organizations focused
specifically on fundraising for journalism programs, the Franklin Center’s staff also serves as a resource
on a wide range of development issues including direct mail, foundation proposals, and overall
development strategy and planning.

Publishing Opportunities
The Franklin Center offers reporters and our affiliated think tanks and nonprofit organizations the
opportunity to have their stories and editorials published on several highly-trafficked national news
sites. In addition to the Franklin Center’s website, we also publish articles on Watchdog.org, a national
investigative website and StateHouseNewsOnline.com, a leading national news website dedicated to
aggregating news from the nation’s state capitals.
In the summer of 2010, the Franklin Center introduced a weekly news clips program that distributes
our stories from our network of reporters to nearly 500 news outlets around the nation.

The Franklin Center’s staff also offers media training for all of our reporters, providing the opportunity
for one-on-one training to strengthen their communications skills, develop comfort and confidence on
camera, and effectively manage their message.
Lastly, the Franklin Center’s communications team serves as a mentor to communications departments
at our affiliated organizations. By hosting a quarterly communications call, the Franklin Center is able to
offer insightful advice and be a sounding board for the successes and challenges that come up every
day at different organizations.
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2010 was also the year that the Franklin Center took home our first national journalism awards.
Capitolbeat, the National Association of Capitol Reporters and Editors, honored two of the Franklin
Center’s networked reporters with awards at its annual conference in November.

Franklin Center Difference
Since opening our doors in early 2009, the Franklin Center for Public and Government Integrity has had
unprecedented growth and success. In a mere 24 months, the Franklin Center has grown its network
to include reporters in 41 states and a staff of more than 25.

MarylandReporter.com’s coverage of state government won two awards, and Kevin Lee won the
coveted Online In-Depth Reporting Award for his work on the fraudulent General Assembly Scholarship
Program in Illinois. These awards demonstrate that our network of reporters is winning attention not
just from concerned citizens but also from their peers in the legacy media.

“In a time when daily newspapers are cutting their staffs, Maryland
Reporter steps in to fill the void of solid reporting about local legislative
issues. … The nonprofit model of online journalism proves through this
blog that it is able to uphold newspapers’ fourth-estate function as the
print world shrinks.”
— Society of Professional Journalism

In addition to achieving success with the great stories that our network of reporters produced every
day, the Franklin Center worked to dramatically increase our media exposure, grassroots outreach, and
publishing opportunities. The Franklin Center took a proactive role in promoting the work of our network
of journalists, pushing their work out to an ever-expanding audience.
In 2010 the Franklin Center elevated our reporter training seminars. The training seminars, which
were held across the nation, featured accomplished journalists and experts in the financial, law
enforcement, and government arenas. In 2010, we hosted more than 150 reporters at trainings
seminars in Washington, D.C., in January and August, Chicago in June, and Cleveland in September.
Finally, the Franklin Center began an aggressive media outreach strategy during the past twelve
months. Our goal was not only to increase media awareness of our reporters’ work but also of the
Franklin Center’s mission and goals. Through placing editorials and releasing timely, influential news
statements, the Franklin Center was featured on Fox News and by the Associated Press, Christian
Science Monitor, National Review, and numerous other media outlets. In addition, national outlets
like the Washington Examiner and Daily Caller have chosen to spotlight the work of the Franklin
Center in their publications.
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Franklin Center Highlights

The Franklin Center and our network of reporters are frequently in the news commenting on stories that
affect every day Americans. By positioning the Franklin Center as a leading expert in the journalism field,
we have been quoted in: Sean Hannity’s book, Conservative Victory: Defeating Obama’s Radical Agenda;
the Associated Press; Wall Street Journal; Christian Science Monitor; National Review; Daily Caller;
Media Bistro; and Washington Examiner.
In addition to being quoted in a variety of publications, Franklin Center President Jason Stverak’s
articles on journalism, transparency, and new media have appeared in national media outlets and popular
trade publications. His articles have shined a light on the important work that the Franklin Center and its
network of reporters do every day. His articles have been featured on National Review Online, Online
Journalism Review, Daily Caller, and in the Washington Examiner. Jason has also been an invited guest
on several national and regional radio shows.

U.S. Senators Tom Coburn, M.D. (R-OK) and John McCain (R-AZ) released an oversight report:
“Summertime Blues: 100 Stimulus Projects that Give Taxpayers the Blues,” detailing 100 questionable
stimulus projects. The report, which was the third in a series, included several projects that were
discovered and reported on by the Franklin Center’s network of reporters. The 100 projects detailed
in this report include stories broken by our networked reporters at Texas Watchdog, West Virginia
Watchdog, and the MacIver Institute.
The Washington Post pulled together a group of independent bloggers from around the Washington,
D.C., metro area to share their thoughts and insights on important local issues on the newspaper’s
website. Among their featured bloggers was Franklin Center’s Old Dominion Watchdog, Paige Winfield
Cunningham. Paige maintained a regular column on the Washington Post website and had one of her
articles published in the paper’s print edition in August.

The Franklin Center was identified as a trustworthy watchdog for the American people during a spotlight
on Fox News’ Glenn Beck Show in January. Citing our investigative work on Recovery.gov, Glenn Beck
recognized the Franklin Center and our network of nonprofit journalists as a nonpartisan and trusted
source of news and information.
Beginning in July, the Franklin Center partnered with National Review Online to provide breaking
election coverage for five battleground states. The stories, which were posted on NRO’s Battle ’10,
featured articles from the Franklin Center’s network of reporter and focused primarily on congressional
and gubernatorial races, which are seldom covered in the national media. As Election Day neared and
we saw more states becoming competitive, we expanded Battle ‘10 to include reporters covering eight
additional states. NRO Battle ’10 saw impressive results that included story pickups in the Washington
Post, CNN, Fox’s Hannity and on MSNBC.com.
In January, the Franklin Center deployed ten of our networked reporters to Massachusetts to cover the
special election between Scott Brown and Martha Coakley. Through a partnership with Washington News
Alert, Americans for Limited Government Foundation, and NetRightNation.com, we saw the significant
impact our reporters can make. New Hampshire Watchdog Grant Bosse of the Josiah Bartlett Center
for Public Policy reported on Martha Coakley’s empty phone banks. Bosse’s story was picked up and
re-posted by Red State, National Review Online, Rush Limbaugh and the Daily Caller.
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Reporter Highlights
•

 awaii Reporter’s investigation into President Obama’s yearly Hawaiian Christmas vacation broke
H
news around the world. They worked tirelessly to find out what portion of the trip was taxpayerfunded and discovered that taxpayers bankrolled nearly $2 million worth of expenses. The story was
picked
up by the Washington Examiner, then by the Drudge Report. From there it went viral, from Fox News,
the Savage Nation, Daily Mail, newspapers throughout Europe, and thousands of blogs. In addition,
Jay Leno, in a monologue on The Tonight Show in late December, plugged Hawaii Reporter’s story.

•

 he Goldwater Institute’s Watchdog Report published an article on a handful of taxpayers in a small
T
community north of Wickenburg, Arizona, being targeted by the local school district. The district filed
a lawsuit asking a judge to declare that the taxpayers have no right to request public records, sue the
district, or complain to outside agencies. This story received national attention and was picked up by
the Associated Press and reprinted online in the Washington Post, New York Times, and CBS News.

•

 ichigan Capitol Confidential, a news service of the Mackinac Center for Public Policy, released
M
a story in July detailing how the city of Ann Arbor laid off a number of firefighters to help close a
multimillion dollar budget deficit while at the same time paying $850,000 for a three-piece water
sculpture. The article by Tom Gantert was included on the Drudge Report and several high-authority
blogs. It also served as the basis for an article on the American Spectator’s website.

•

Illinois Statehouse News (ISN) broke news when they discovered that one in three Illinois counties
failed to comply with federal election laws that required the timely mailing out of military ballots.
ISN’s story was picked up in numerous media outlets and prompted U.S. Sen. John McCain to
call for an investigation.

•

 he Mackinac Center’s Kathy Hoekstra wrote an investigative story exposing how Michael Moore’s
T
anti-capitalism film was subsidized by Michigan taxpayers – a practice that Moore had previously
denounced. Hoekstra’s story was featured in numerous national outlets and high-authority news
websites, including placements on Fox News and in USA Today, National Review Online, Baltimore
Sun, Big Hollywood, Daily Caller, and NewsBusters.

Less than two months after breaking the news that federal stimulus money was allocated to
440 non-existing congressional districts, the Franklin Center’s network of reporters discovered that
more than $375 million in federal stimulus funds were sent to and credited with creating jobs in
ZIP codes that do not exist. According to a national study of the Recovery.gov website compiled
by Kansas Watchdog reporter Earl Glynn and written by Bill McMorris, the stimulus sent funds
in the form of grants, loans, and government contracts to support more than 200 projects in
imaginary ZIP codes covering 38 states.
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Breaking National Stories
•

•

•

•

 tephan Burklin of Maine Watchdog broke news when he caught Maine Congresswoman Chellie
S
Pingree flying in a private jet owned by her hedge fund owner boyfriend while on official government
business, after she had publically derided such behavior. Burklin’s story was picked up in more than
50 news outlets including National Review Online, Daily Caller, Huffington Post, Maine’s Fox affiliate,
Washington Examiner and American Spectator. His article resulted in dueling press releases from the
Congresswoman and her congressional opponent. In addition, the story prompted a grassroots
Facebook campaign urging Congress to investigate the congresswoman’s behavior.
Elizabeth Crum of Nevada News Bureau and the Franklin Center’s National Review’s Battle 10 blog
rocked the election day news cycle when she discovered that executives at the casino giant Harrah’s
pushed company employees to vote early in an all-out effort to help the Harry Reid campaign, according
to internal emails. The partnership between Crum and the Franklin Center yielded mentions in nearly
3,000 articles; interviews on Fox News; mentions by Rush Limbaugh and Sean Hannity; and a follow up
investigation by ABC News. In addition, Reid’s senatorial opponent, Sharron Angle, filed a formal voter
intimidation complaint against the Reid campaign.
 est Virginia Watchdog Steven Allen Adams at the Public Policy Foundation of West Virginia broke
W
the news that West Virginia Gov. Joe Manchin was subpoenaed as part of a federal grand jury
investigation. Adams’ article was picked up by the Associated Press, Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston
CBS affiliate, and numerous other newspapers and websites. The story also appeared in Politico,
CNN, and on numerous high-authority news sites and blogs.

Accountability

Transparency

•

A Mackinac Center for Public Policy investigation questioning checks and balances for the Michigan
Film Incentive was picked up by several media outlets, including local FOX and NBC. Their story
prompted U.S. representative and candidate for governor, Pete Hoekstra, to call for a thorough
investigation of the tax credit.

•

Lee Williams, reporting at the Caesar Rodney Institute, undertook a nine-month investigation of the
Delaware Department of Insurance. Lee found that the department was full of questionable practices,
including numerous no-show jobs and no-bid jobs benefiting campaign donors. Williams’ work, garnered
a response from Insurance Commissioner Karen Weldin Stewart, led to a call by the members of the
traditional media for the commissioner to become an appointed position, and had the Delaware House
and Senate Insurance Committees planning hearings to discuss the mismanagement Williams discovered.

•

The MacIver Institute issued a call for
members of Wisconsin’s government
employee unions to send the MacIver
Institute copies of the contracts on which
they are voting, as negotiations with the
state concluded. The following day, two
of the most powerful legislators in the
state called upon Wisconsin’s governor
to publicly post the contracts.

•

Nevada News Bureau reported on efforts
by state Senate Majority Leader Steven
Horsford to raise money for his political
action committee by offering dinners with
and access to himself and his fellow Democratic lawmakers in exchange for contributions. The story led
to an apology from Horsford and discontinuation of the program. A local NBC affiliate picked up the story,
which also appeared on MSNBC’s website.

•

Alaska Watchdog Kirsten Adams at the Alaska Policy Forum discovered that the Anchorage School
District has been funding several costly contracts. The district had a payroll of more than 12,000 employees
in 2009, with more than 700 of those employees earning more than $100,000 in salary and benefits annually.

•

An exclusive investigation by Joe Jordan of Nebraska Watchdog found that a plumbing company, two
commercial painters, and at least one ex-convict were included in a four page list of registered boat
dealers in the state of Nebraska. The list examined by Nebraska Watchdog names dozens of individuals
and businesses that appear to have little or nothing to do with boat sales and could be costing taxpayers
hundreds of thousands of dollars in lost taxes.
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•

The Minnesota Freedom Foundation’s investigative piece “The Obama Administration’s Serious
Conflict of Interest,” was featured in John Stossel’s syndicated column. The column was picked
up on Fox News Business, Town Hall, Real Clear Politics, World Net Daily, News Max, and Jewish
World Review, among other outlets.

•

CalWatchdog, a project of the Pacific Research Institute, dug into U.S. Rep. Maxine Waters’
questionable financial dealings. While Waters prepared to stand trial before the Office of
Congressional Ethics over charges of an improperly requested meeting with Treasury officials
for OneUnited Bank (Waters’ husband owns stock in the bank and served as a director), federal
records revealed that Waters’ campaign committees paid more than $350,000 and owe another
$82,500 in fees to Progressive Connections, a business “owned” by Waters’ daughter, Karen.

•

CapitolBeatOK learned that the Oklahoma Teacher Retirement System, among the most poorlyfunded government retirement systems in the United States, spent almost $105,000 on office
renovations in 2010.

•

Paige Winfield Cunningham, reporting for Old Dominion Watchdog, worked for more than two
months, conducted dozens of interviews, and sifted through 774 pages of documents acquired via
Freedom of Information Act requests to find details about upheaval in the Alexandria public school
system. Her series of articles was published by the Alexandria Gazette as well as on her website
and included the revelations that district superintendent, Morton Sherman, gave a lucrative no-bid
contract to a personal friend and that financial mismanagement was causing employees to leave
the district in droves.

•

 he James Madison Institute’s story on unethical activity by teachers affiliated with the Florida
T
teachers’ unions generated a considerable amount of attention around the state, including follow-up
calls from the Florida Speaker of the House and a number of other outraged legislators. Their article
has helped set the stage for a major education reform package to be adopted in Florida in 2011.
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Fraud

Taxpayer Abuse

•

California Watchdog partnered with the Washington Examiner to produce a five-part series which
focused on the Greenlining Institute, a radical ACORN-like group based in Berkeley. The Greenlining
Institute is accused of forcing California-based banks to make trillions of dollars in loans and other
financial services available on the basis of ethnicity rather than traditional standards of credit
worthiness.

•

The Rio Grande Institute’s New Mexico Watchdog’s series on the growing number of public
structures named after sitting politicians in New Mexico, a practice frequently tied to corruption and
misuse of funds, was circulated across the state and picked up by a number of newspapers and TV
stations. By the end of the 2010, a Republican lawmaker credited the stories for prompting him to
introduce legislation in the upcoming session to ban the practice.

•

A Texas Watchdog investigation into voter fraud in South Texas found that fraud was rampant and
seldom prosecuted. Following Texas Watchdog’s series of articles on this topic, legislation was filed
in the state Senate to end this frequent and unscrupulous practice.

•

•

 ontana Watchdog, a project of the Montana Policy Institute, published a story detailing how the
M
Service Employees International Union funneled money to subvert Republican primary races under
the name “Main Street Advocacy Group.” The story was picked up by the traditional media and
forced the group to refund $10,000 to SEIU.

Todd Shepherd from the Independence Institute dug up documents revealing that the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) continues to lose hundreds of computers each year. In fiscal year
2008, inventories of lost, stolen, and damaged equipment show that Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP) combined lost no fewer than
985 computers. Shepherd’s article was picked up by the Washington Examiner, World Daily
News, and Andrew Breitbart’s Big Government.

•

 cott St. Clair of the Freedom Foundation (formerly the Evergreen Freedom Foundation) reported
S
that several members of the Washington State House of Representatives participated in unethical
and potentially illegal multiple voting – casting votes on the House floor on behalf of absent
colleagues.

Pennsylvania Independent broke news when they
discovered that more than $24 million of taxpayer
funds have been spent by the Pennsylvania Turnpike
Commission on a failed Interstate 80 tolling project.

•

 yoming Reporter’s story on taxpayer-funded lobbying
W
was read into the record at the Wyoming Legislature’s
Corporations, Elections and Political Subdivision’s June
meeting. Thanks to this investigation and subsequent
article, state lawmakers are now considering legislation
to increase transparency in lobbying.

•

New Jersey Watchdog shed light on abuses of
New Jersey’s public pension system when it
conducted an investigation into New Jersey
Assemblyman David P. Rible. Rible retired from the Wall Township Police Department at age
31 because of a bad back that a state board determined left him “totally and permanently disabled”
– yet, Rible publicly competes in 5K races and has participated in a local “Dancing with the Stars”–
type program, all while receiving full time disability checks (totaling nearly $55,000 per year). This
story was carried on local news and forced Assemblyman Rible to respond directly.

•

The Yankee Institute for Public Policy’s publication Raising Hale discovered that in the 36-member
Connecticut General Assembly, there are 36 “leaders.” Each “leader” gets a little extra in his or
her state paycheck, costing taxpayers an additional $70,000 annually.

•

 TNReport.com analysis showed that state senators who live within an hour’s drive of the Capitol
A
collected between $14,000 and $21,000 in the past fiscal year in daily stipends meant to help cover
hotel stays. The legislative per diem is meant to cover the part-time lawmakers’ meals, incidentals,
and lodging - whatever special costs are essential to carrying out their duties - but some legislators
living close to the Capitol say they consider it an addition to their income.

•

•

 rian R. Hook from Missouri Watchdog discovered that Missouri has about 90.3 percent of its
B
census voting-age population registered to vote, but 15 counties show more registered voters than
people 18 and older. In addition, Kansas Watchdog Earl Glynn investigated voter fraud in his state
and found that Kansas had almost 138,000 inactive voters.

•

 regon Capitol News, a project of the Cascade Policy Institute, discovered a series of controversial
O
emails that were sent through an Oregon State University climate change list-serve instructing
recipients on how to vote in the upcoming congressional elections – considered to be an illegitimate
use of publicly-funded resources.
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Management Team
•

•

•

•

Arizona’s governor signed a bill into law that bars cities from giving lucrative property tax breaks
lasting a half-century or more to hand-picked developers. This new law stemmed from an investigation by
Mark Flatten, a networked reporter at the Goldwater Institute: “Shifting The Burden: Cities Waive Property
Taxes for Favored Businesses.”
An investigation by the Freedom Foundation of Minnesota sparked a taxpayer revolt and helped to kill a
proposed $7 million runway extension at a municipal airport in Blue Earth, Minn. – population 3,621. This
topic led to an investigation by the local ABC affiliate into other municipal airports across the state that had
received or were pursuing millions in federal grants and handouts.
 aul Soutar of Kansas Watchdog spent 18 months investigating K-12 educational funding, which led
P
to an important story showing that the 2010 Legislature was given false information before it voted
for a tax increase and against cutting education funding. The series of stories has led to legislative
investigation and action.
Idaho Reporter, a project of the Idaho Freedom Foundation, discovered that an Idaho State University professor, suspended almost four years ago after being hit with federal charges for threatening to mail someone a
deadly virus, is still receiving an annual taxpayer-funded salary of close to $70,000.

•

A Texas Budget Source report found out that district superintendents’ salaries frequently run well into the
triple digits. At Coppell School District, Superintendent Jeffrey Turner earns $273,733 to manage 9,982
students —more than $27 per student. that had received or were pursuing millions in federal grants and
handouts.

•

Paul Soutar of Kansas Watchdog spent 18 months investigating K-12 educational funding, which led
to an important story showing that the 2010 Legislature was given false information before it voted
for a tax increase and against cutting education funding. The series of stories has led to legislative
investigation and action.

•

•

Idaho Reporter, a project of the Idaho Freedom Foundation, discovered that an Idaho State University
professor, suspended almost four years ago after being hit with federal charges for threatening to mail
someone a deadly virus, is still receiving an annual taxpayer-funded salary of close to $70,000.
 Texas Budget Source report found out that district superintendents’ salaries frequently run well into
A
the triple digits. At Coppell School District, Superintendent Jeffrey Turner earns $273,733 to manage
9,982 students —more than $27 per student.
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